DEPARTMENT: County Counsel/Personnel BY: Jeffrey G. Green PHONE: 209/966-3222

RECOMMENDED ACTION AND JUSTIFICATION: (Policy Item: Yes ( ) No(X)

Adopt this resolution approving the attached revision amending Section VI: Mariposa County Selection Procedures, to the Policy and Program of Mariposa County Employment modifying the language identifying the Standards and Qualifications for Employment as described in that Section.

In December, 1997, the Board received the results of the Mariposa County Housing Authority Monitoring Review conducted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. One of the concerns raised was certain language in our EEOP that they believed to be inappropriate and in conflict with our reasonable accommodation policy contained in that document. The proposed revision restates certain of the standards and qualifications for employment and eliminates the objectionable language.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS: By Resolution 90-301, the Board of Supervisors adopted an Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Policy and Program for Mariposa County. This plan was amended by Resolution 91-156 to initiate a County-wide centralized Personnel Office under Section VI: Mariposa County Selection Procedures. This proposed resolution will amend Section VI to modify the language identifying the "Standards and Qualifications" for Employment as described in that Section.

LIST ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:

Do not approve this requested revision. Mariposa County would be out of compliance with the remedial actions required by HUD.

Make any other changes or modifications to Section VI as deemed appropriate by the Board.
SECTION VI: MARIPOSA COUNTY SELECTION PROCEDURES

RECRUITMENT

The Personnel Office will be responsible for recruitment and testing for all County positions including but not limited to regular/full-time and extra-help positions. When a vacancy occurs, the department requests that Personnel begin the recruitment process, which generally consists of job announcement, application screening, appropriate examinations and the establishment of an eligibility list of qualified candidates. Examinations will be given to determine the applicants' knowledge and abilities. Examinations will consist of the completed Mariposa County application, any and all supplemental applications, an evaluation of training and experience, performance tests, written tests, oral appraisal boards, reference checks, or any combination of these. All tests are designed to be job related and to aid in the selection of the best qualified applicants. All appointments are based on merit without reference to age, sex, race, creed, or national origin. A list of the top five (5) to ten (10) candidates will be certified to the department head for interview, from which an appointment will be made to the position available. The candidates' applications together with any supplemental questionnaires shall be provided to the department head with the certification list. The certification list provided to the department head will be in alphabetical order and will not be ranked. The department head shall interview all applicants certified and wishing an interview in accordance with the instructions stipulated on the certification list. Department heads shall be provided additional names from the eligibility list to replace candidates who cannot be located for an interview or who do not wish to be considered for the opening. If less than 5 qualified applicants remain on this list subsequent to completion of all interviews, the department head need not make a selection from this list but may request Personnel to open a new recruitment.

APPLICATIONS

Self-addressed interest envelopes will be accepted at any time; applications for a specific position will be accepted only when a recruitment occurs in that classification.

Applications for employment will be made to the Personnel Office on the official County application form.
SCREENING

At times, recruitment may result in a large number of applicants who meet the minimum qualifications. When such circumstances arise, the County may limit the number of applicants or candidates to advance through the examination process based on such considerations as the following:

1) Length, type and level of work experience related to the position.

2) Applicability of past work experience to meet the County's special needs or requirements.

3) Type, degree, and recency of job preparation for prescribed responsibilities, to include certificates, technical training or course work, and educational achievements.

VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENTS

All County job opportunities will be announced by publication of a recruitment bulletin which will include:

1) Job Title
2) Current Salary Range
3) Purpose of Recruitment
4) Filing Period (where and when)
5) Description of Position
6) Job Requirements
7) Employment Standards
8) Selection Process
9) Special Requirements (if any)
10) State that no appointment will be made prior to a pre-employment physical, if required, and proof of citizenship or right-to-work
11) Statement that the County is an equal opportunity employer

INTERNAL PROMOTION/DEMOTION

It is the policy of Mariposa County to allow Department Heads the discretion to promote or demote qualified, regular employees to a higher or lower classification or level within the department when such a vacancy occurs. Prior to such promotion or demotion, a currently dated Application for Employment form must be completed and submitted to the Personnel Office for certification of the employee’s minimum qualifications. A demotion, as authorized by this section, requires the concurrence of the employee and includes any classification to which the employee meets minimum qualifications including appointment as an extra-help, hourly employee.
HIRING FROM WITHIN THE COUNTY

When a vacancy occurs, consistent with the rule of five (5) to ten (10), first consideration is always given to permanent employees whose names appear on in-County eligibility lists. Job announcements published by the Personnel Office are up-dated weekly and distributed to all County departments for posting giving notice to all employees that a position may be open and eligibility lists will be established. Job bulletins describing the position shall be available in the Personnel Office. Further, special recruitments open to permanent County employees only shall be announced by a memorandum from the Personnel Office sent directly to all full-time and permanent part-time employees at their assigned location of employment.

Because vacancies may be filled from existing eligibility lists, recruitment is not always required. Therefore, the County has made the following provisions to accommodate its permanent employees who are interested in promotional and/or transfer opportunities:

1) The Personnel Office will accept applications at any time from permanent employees for promotional and/or transfer opportunities for specific classifications. All applications will be maintained on a confidential basis.

All applications will be reviewed, normally within 10 working days from receipt, to determine if minimum qualifications are met. If accepted, the employee’s name will be placed on an in-County eligibility list for that position, and the employee will be so notified. If rejected, the employee will be so notified, and their application will be returned to them.

All applications accepted outside of a normal recruitment will be subject to any future examination process determined to be necessary by the County in order to rank a large number of applicants for a particular classification.

2) After a recruitment is announced, applications for promotional and/or transfer opportunities will also be accepted during such recruitment. If an employee requested promotion and/or transfer to any classification prior to a recruitment and his or her name was placed on an eligibility list, his or her application will be included and processed with the announced recruitment, and he or she will be required to provide any additional information that may be necessary for the examination component of the recruitment. Regardless of when an application is submitted, all applicants will be required to participate in the regular examination process as described in a current job bulletin.
3) Employees must comply with any announced recruitment deadlines. Applications received from permanent County employees after the final filing date of any advertised/posted recruitment may not be included with any applicant list certified immediately following that recruitment in order to fill a current vacancy. Late applications will be accepted and reviewed in accordance with Paragraph 1. above. Placement on an eligibility list will be determined by the necessity of completing the examination process in order to rank current candidates. If there are 10 ranked candidates as a result of the examination process from a current recruitment, any late applications that are received will be held with the eligibility list records but will not be certified to any department until such time as (a) the number of eligible candidates falls below 10, or (b) a new recruitment and examination is conducted by Personnel.

4) Current County employees shall be identified separately on the eligibility lists and will be given interview consideration under the same rule of five (5) to ten (10) prior to a department making an appointment from the open eligibility list. If less than 5 County applicants are found to be available on the list certified by the Personnel Office, the department head is not required to make a selection from that list but may then request an open list, if available, or request a new recruitment. If there are less than 5 names on the in-County eligibility list, the Personnel Office may also provide the open list to the department thereby allowing simultaneous interviews to be held.

5) Names of employees who resign or are terminated will be removed from the in-County list. If the employee had submitted an application that was included with the examination component of a recruitment for an existing eligibility list, his or her application will be commingled in score order on the open list and retained thereon throughout the life of that list. If the employee's application had not been included in any recruitment process, then he or she must reapply at such time that a new recruitment for the position is announced to the general public in order to have his or her name placed on an open eligibility list. This provision in no way affects employee rights under layoff or re-employment provisions established by current memorandums of understanding with any employee organization.

Every six months, the Personnel Office shall issue a memorandum to all current full-time and permanent part-time employees outlining the process to be followed if they wish to be considered for promotional and/or transfer opportunities for any vacant County positions that may become available from time-to-time.
APPOINTMENT OF CURRENT EXTRA-HELP EMPLOYEES TO FILL AN EXISTING VACANCY WITHIN A DEPARTMENT TO WHICH THEY ARE CURRENTLY ASSIGNED

If a department head has been unable to fill an existing vacancy either by internal promotion or by hiring from within the County as hereinabove stated, in lieu of requesting a recruitment or a certification list from the Personnel Office, the department head shall have the option to appoint a qualified extra-help employee who is currently working in a like capacity within the department to the vacant position without additional interviews required provided that:

1) The department head must contact the Personnel Office, in writing, to determine if the extra-help employee would be included within the top ten candidates on the eligibility list that would otherwise be used to fill the vacancy. The Personnel Office shall advise the department head, in writing, whether the extra-help employee is eligible. If eligible, the department head may then prepare a Personnel-Payroll Action Form to initiate the appointment. In addition to the other documents required by this form, the department head shall also attach a current Mariposa County Application for Employment form and a Personal Evaluation form which reviews the performance of the employee in that department to date. The department head must inform the employee, in writing, that the required one-year probationary period shall commence with the date of the full-time or permanent part-time appointment and that any accrued extra-help hours will not be applied to this new probationary requirement.

2) If the extra-help employee being considered for full-time appointment was hired from an expired eligibility list but would have been eligible for full-time appointment from that list by virtue of being ranked among the top ten candidates, the Personnel Director may approve the current appointment request.

3) If the extra-help employee being considered for full-time appointment was not hired from any eligibility list but has been "grandfathered" pursuant to Board Resolution Number 91-225, the department head shall provide a current Mariposa County Application for Employment form and a Personal Evaluation form which reviews the performance of the employee in that department to date together with a written request to the Personnel Director to appoint the extra-help employee to the full-time vacancy. The Personnel Director will review the request to ensure that the employee meets all current minimum qualifications and shall notify the department head, in writing, of the decision made to allow or disallow appointment of the extra-help employee.
OUTSIDE RECRUITMENT

When a new position is created, or a present position becomes vacant and is not filled by a qualified County employee as herein provided, the County policy is to use announcement advertising, and any other method of publicizing employment opportunities so that the greatest possible number of applicants may be recruited.

Recruitment sources may be:

1) Local and/or multi-regional newspapers.

2) Specialized public sector recruitment publications including trade journals for certain professional positions.

3) Distribution of recruitment bulletins to County and State personnel offices.

4) Distribution of recruitment bulletins to community, ethnic and women's groups and organizations.

5) Distribution of recruitment bulletins to County and State agencies and departments having similar job classifications.

NOTIFICATION OF SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATE

All applicants for a position will be notified as to the status of his/her application.

Each applicant passing all parts of the examination shall be notified by the Personnel Office of the final rating as soon as the eligible list is established. Eligibles, upon written request and presentation of proper identification, shall be entitled to information concerning their relative position on a list.

Applicants who fail any part of the examination or the total examination shall be notified.

Establishing of Eligible Lists: After each examination, the Personnel Officer shall prepare an eligible list of persons with passing grades. The names of such persons shall be placed on the eligible list in the order of their final rating starting with the highest. The names of all eligibles with the same (tied) score will be certified together.

DEPARTMENTAL INTERVIEW

After appropriate testing of applicants has been completed by Personnel, a selection interview shall be held to interview qualified candidates.
Uniform oral interview questions will be used.

Other non-biased evaluation procedures also may be used.

The successful candidate and applicants that participate in the interview process will be notified in writing by the department.

STANDARDS AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT

Applicants for employment will be required to meet such reasonable standards of education and experience, knowledge, skills and abilities as are prescribed in the class specification, and which will assure that the candidates are reasonably well qualified to successfully perform the duties of the positions in which they seek employment.

All candidates for employment shall be required to possess the personal characteristics, physical ability and mental acuity necessary to perform the duties of the position in which they seek employment. It is Mariposa County's policy to provide reasonable accommodation for qualified individuals with disabilities who are employees or applicants for employment (ref. Section VIII - Reasonable Accommodation Policy).

All applicants must meet the minimum qualifications and standards prescribed by State Legislature for county officers or as prescribed in the official Mariposa County class specification.

Reference checks, pre-employment physicals and completion of new hire paperwork will be handled at the departmental level.

RECORD RETENTION

Records of applicants and interview work sheets will be retained by the Personnel Office for a period of not less than six (6) months.

The Personnel Office may exercise the option of calling any rated candidates within two years of the original interview, to re-interview them to hire without re-advertising.

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

1) Temporary appointments are limited to a maximum of 320 hours (40 working days) per position in a period not to exceed six consecutive months.

2) Temporary appointments shall be made from suitable eligible lists. The acceptance or refusal to accept such employment on the part of persons on the eligible list shall not be a bar to appointment to a regular position from such eligible list. In
the absence of suitable eligible lists, or a denial of all individuals on a suitable eligible list for temporary assignment, extra help appointments may be made of qualified persons.

3) To appoint a temporary employee other than from an eligible list, a copy of application for employment shall be submitted to the Personnel Officer for prior approval before a job offer is made. Temporary employees are not eligible for consideration to extra help or permanent full-time positions unless the temporary employee appears on the appropriate certified eligible list. If a department head foresees an on-going requirement, they must request an immediate recruitment to establish an eligible list from which an appropriate appointment may be made to fill the vacancy.

4) Pre-employment medical examinations, except for positions requiring strenuous physical activity, may be waived for all temporary assignments with the recommendation of the department head and the approval of the Personnel Director.

5) No time served under a temporary appointment shall contribute towards acquiring probationary or permanent status, nor shall temporary employees be entitled to other rights extended to regular County employees appointed to budgeted positions.